A powerful control method in experimental quantum computing is the use of spin echoes, employed to select a desired term in the system's internal Hamiltonian, while refocusing others. Here we address a more general problem, describing a method to not only turn on and off particular interactions but also to rescale their strengths so that we can generate any desired effective internal Hamiltonian. We propose an algorithm based on linear programming for achieving time-optimal rescaling solutions in fully coupled systems of tens of qubits, which can be modified to obtain near time-optimal solutions for rescaling systems with hundreds of qubits.
A powerful control method in experimental quantum computing is the use of spin echoes, employed to select a desired term in the system's internal Hamiltonian, while refocusing others. Here we address a more general problem, describing a method to not only turn on and off particular interactions but also to rescale their strengths so that we can generate any desired effective internal Hamiltonian. We propose an algorithm based on linear programming for achieving time-optimal rescaling solutions in fully coupled systems of tens of qubits, which can be modified to obtain near time-optimal solutions for rescaling systems with hundreds of qubits.
In the circuit model of quantum computation quantum algorithms are implemented by applying a network of quantum logic gates to a set of qubits. Typically these qubits are defined by the internal Hamiltonian of the underlying system, while logic gates are applied using external control fields. In some cases, such as trapped ion implementations [1] , the free evolution under the internal Hamiltonian corresponds to single-qubit z-rotations, and two-qubit gates are generated as and when required, for example by coupling internal and external degrees of freedom [2] . In other cases, exemplified by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), the internal Hamiltonian contains two-qubit zz-interactions, and two-qubit gates are generated by free evolution [3] . Many proposed implementations fit into one of these two paradigms or a mixture [4] : for example NV centres are NMR like when controlling the spins around a single centre [5] , but generate long-range two-qubit gates on demand [6] . Superconducting qubits commonly use gates generated on demand [7] , but can also be tuned to generate always-on two-qubit interactions [8] .
With always-on two-qubit interactions free evolution provides a universal quantum logic gate when combined with single-qubit rotations, but this gate is not a convenient one as it corresponds to a complex pattern of evolutions. For this reason methods such as spin echoes [9] are used to replace the background Hamiltonian with a more convenient average Hamiltonian, in which desired interactions are isolated while undesirable interactions are refocused. As a concrete example system we consider NMR spin systems, but equivalent Hamiltonians can be found in other quantum information processing (QIP) implementations.
Previous studies in NMR [10] [11] [12] [13] have largely concentrated on methods for refocusing all the interactions, or for isolating one single interaction while refocusing everything else. However, a more general problem is to rescale the size of interactions in the Hamiltonian, to produce a desired effective Hamiltonian. Here we describe a method for finding a rescaling sequence with the shortest possible total time, and with a fairly small number of echo pulses. In its simplest form this is practical for systems of up to about 20 qubits, but for larger systems we have developed a pragmatic method for finding short, although not perfectly optimal, rescaling sequences, which works with more than 100 qubits, meaning that the method could be of use for practically useful quantum computation in scalable platforms. Related ideas have been explored in systems with other similar Hamiltonians [4, 14, 15] .
The initial sections below introduce the terminology of spin echoes and reprise previous results for refocusing sequences. This is followed by a description of our new rescaling method with some sample applications in systems with a small number of qubits. Finally we show how random sampling can be used to extend these methods to much larger systems.
I. SPIN ECHOES
The background Hamiltonian of an NMR spin system consists of one spin interactions (resonance offsets) and two spin interactions (J-couplings). Consider a system of q spins where the i th spin has a resonance offset Ω i and the pair of spins i and j have a J-coupling frequency ω ij . The Hamiltonian for this system in the weak coupling limit is,
where, following NMR notation, factors of have been dropped, and I i z = σ i z /2 is the Pauli spin-1/2 operator acting on the i th spin. In practice some of these interactions could either be zero or set to zero, allowing them to be dropped. For example, working in a suitable rotating frame allows some of the resonance offsets to be set to zero, while many J-couplings can be negligible in partially coupled spin systems. However, for generality and completeness, we shall initially consider fully coupled systems with q non-zero resonance-offsets and p = q(q−1)/2 non-zero J-couplings between the p pairs of spins.
During a period τ of free evolution each spin evolves under all the q + p interactions, given by the propagator U = exp (−iHτ ). Since this Hamiltonian is diagonal in the chosen z-basis, all terms in the Hamiltonian commute, and the one-spin and two-spin evolutions can be summarised by the acquired phases
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To sculpt the effective Hamiltonian into the desired form it is necessary to isolate the spin interactions which we want while suppressing the unwanted interactions. This essentially requires controlling the evolution of the spins such that the unwanted interactions finally acquire a phase of zero while letting the required interactions evolve to reach the desired values. A spin echo is a period of free evolution interrupted by π rotations in the middle of the evolution period. The notation π i is used to denote a pulse which causes a 180 degree rotation on spin i, about the x-axis unless otherwise stated. The effect of a pair of π i rotations is to negate the effective frequency Ω i of the spin for the time period between the two pulses. Thus, the sequence τ π i τ π i , where time periods indicate free evolution under the internal Hamiltonian, will refocus the offset Ω i as the phase Φ i acquired during the first period of evolution gets nullified by the phase −Φ i acquired in the second half.
Clearly, the one-spin interaction of any given spin i is only affected by π rotations applied to spin i, and so individual interactions can be controlled independently. However, for two-spin interactions, a π rotation applied to either spin i or j reverses the frequency ω ij while a simultaneous π rotation applied on both spins i and j leaves ω ij unchanged. A sequence τ π i τ π i will thus refocus Ω i and ω ij , whereas a sequence τ π i,j τ π i,j will refocus both Ω i and Ω j but not ω ij . In this manner, the two-spin interactions can be controlled, but this control cannot be achieved independently from one-spin interactions.
A general spin echo sequence comprises a series of free evolution time periods τ m , sometimes called delays, separated by π pulses applied to one or more spins. As long as the total number of π pulses applied to a given spin is even the overall evolution can still be summarised by a set of phases, but now
where S is a sign matrix, containing only the elements ±1, with a sign change whenever a π pulse is applied to spin i. For convenience we will also refer to the two-qubit sign matrix S ij m = S i m ×S j m , although this is obviously not independent from the one-qubit matrix. The complete sign matrix can be obtained by combining the one-and two-spin matrices.
II. REFOCUSING
Methods for removing all the interactions (sometimes called decoupling), or for isolating one single interaction while refocusing everything else, have been widely studied. The most effective methods to achieve this rely on choosing sign matrices whose rows are taken from Walsh-Hadamard matrices [11] [12] [13] , so that each row is a Walsh function [16] . These matrices differ from other Hadamard matrices in that they are only defined for dimensions equal to a power of 2, the rows are not normalised, and the ordering of the rows is different.
A Walsh function W n is defined by a vector with length equal to a power of 2 and with all the entries equal to ±1. For W 0 all the entries are +1, while for every other W n half the entries are +1 and half are −1, with the entries arranged such that there are n regularly spaced sign changes along the vector. For example the 4 × 4 Walsh-Hadamard matrix contains the four rows
Strictly the name of the Walsh function must specify the number of columns as well as the number of sign changes, but this is left implicit here: the number of columns is equal to the smallest power of 2 larger than the highest Walsh number considered.
In a system of three spins it is possible to remove all three one-spin and all three two-spin interactions by using four equal time periods τ and a sign matrix obtained by choosing S i = W i , avoiding W 0 . This relies on two key properties of Walsh functions. Firstly all Walsh functions except W 0 contain an equal number of ±1 values, and so all one-qubit interactions will be refocused when equal length time periods are used. Secondly the product of two Walsh functions is itself a Walsh function [16] , defined by
where ⊕ indicates bitwise addition modulo two. Thus all two-qubit interactions will also be refocused. A decoupling network is easily modified [11, 12] to retain a single interaction: to retain a one-spin interaction Ω i use S i = W 0 for this spin, while to retain a coupling ω ij set S i = S j so that S ij = W 0 . To take a concrete example the coupling ω 12 can be isolated in a three spin system by choosing S 1 = S 2 = W 1 and S 3 = W 2 . The π pulses required can be deduced by applying a pulse to a spin whenever the corresponding row of S changes sign, including a final π pulse if the S row ends in −1, giving the sequence τ π 3 τ π 1,2 τ π 3 τ π 1,2 .
Note that ω 12 evolves with sign +1 at every stage, and so is retained at full strength. The total evolution time required is given by 4τ = φ 12 /ω 12 . If this expression gives a negative time then this can be resolved by applying additional π pulses to one spin at the beginning and end of the sequence to negate the evolution frequency. Now consider how this approach scales to a system of q spins. Retaining a single interaction can be done efficiently: the number of time periods required is given by the smallest power of 2 larger than q, which is upper bounded by 2q, while the number of individual π pulses required is clearly less than 2q 2 , which corresponds to applying a pulse to every spin after every time period. A more careful analysis (see Appendix A) shows that only around q 2 /2 pulses are required, which is still O(q 2 ) but with a smaller pre-factor. As the single interaction is retained at full strength this is also a minimum time solution.
III. RESCALING
So far, we have only considered retaining a single onespin or two-spin interaction while refocusing the remainder. However, a more general problem is to rescale the size of interactions in the Hamiltonian. In other words, we desire to achieve a certain set of non-zero target phases for all the spin interactions. The obvious approach is just to place spin echo sequences which isolate the individual interactions back to back. As there are a total of r = q +p = q(q +1)/2 single-spin and two-spin interactions to be considered it is clear that the number of time periods is O(q 3 ), and the number of pulses is O(q 4 ). The total time required is given by the sum of the times required to evolve under each individual interaction,
However, this naïve approach is expensive, both in time and the number of π pulses. We thus want to find a more efficient sequence, by carrying out as many evolutions in parallel as far as possible. Although this might sound challenging, we propose here a straightforward way to achieve this using linear programming. This new approach also greatly reduces the number of pulses and time periods required.
A. Setting up the problem
We consider a system of q coupled spins described by r = q(q + 1)/2 one-and two-spin interactions. Our aim is to rescale all r interactions simultaneously such that they reach the desired target phases, which for generality we assume to be all different. We begin by constructing an overcomplete Walsh basis by building a one-spin sign matrix with the rows given by Walsh functions numbered 2 j , where j = 0, 1, . . . (q − 1). Next, we use this matrix to construct the two-spin sign matrix by taking products of corresponding rows in the one-spin matrix.
Combining these by stacking the two matrices together gives the complete sign matrix S of r rows and s = 2 q columns. The single-spin functions correspond to binary numbers with precisely one bit set, while the two-spin functions correspond to binary numbers with precisely two bits set. As these numbers are all distinct it is guaranteed that the complete sign matrix has enough flexibility to permit every interaction to be controlled sepa-rately. This is quite different from refocusing sequences, where many functions are repeated.
B. Linear Programming
This overcomplete Walsh basis guarantees that solutions to Eqn. 3 can be found for any target values of {Φ i } and {φ ij } by choosing 2 q appropriate values of {τ m }, but it is not obvious how these can be found. As the basis is overcomplete, multiple solutions will exist but these can be distinguished by requiring that all the times {τ m } must be non-negative and by preferring the solutions with the shortest value of total time T = m τ m . These criteria for desirable solutions suggest a powerful method, namely linear programming [17] .
The general linear programming problem varies some inputs (here the times {τ m }) seeking to minimize some linear function of these inputs (here the total time T ) subject to a number of equality constraints (here Eqn. 3) and inequality constraints (here, that each τ m ≥ 0). We adopted a simple approach, using the inbuilt Matlab function linprog.
It is important to consider the computational complexity of linear programming, as this determines how the time required to find a solution scales with the number of qubits q. The precise computational complexity of linear programming is known to be poorly defined, depending on both the algorithm used and the details of the problem, and with the worst case behaviour being very different from the typical case [17] . The Matlab function linprog has a choice of two algorithms: the original simplex algorithm developed by Dantzig [18] , and a more modern interior point algorithm [19] , which are briefly discussed in Appendix B. Both algorithms typically have computational complexity between O(n 2 ) and O(n 3 ), where n, the dimension of the problem, can be taken as the sum of the number of rows and columns in the constraint matrix, so that here n = r+s ≈ 2 q . We investigated this question experimentally by simply timing the program. All results are for the simplex algorithm unless otherwise stated.
C. Extracting solutions
As the linear programming algorithm is fundamentally trying to minimise T , subject to the positivity constraint and the target phases, the algorithm prefers solutions where many of the {τ m } are zero. (This is not specific to this problem, but is a general feature of linear programming solutions [20] .) The linear programming solution has at most only as many non-zero times as the number of constraints r in the problem. If the problem involves extensive refocusing rather than rescaling then solutions with an even smaller number of non-zero times can be found.
It is obviously not necessary to explicitly implement the time periods of length 0, and so the overcomplete sign matrix, S, can be replaced by a reduced matrix, R, by selecting only r or fewer columns from S which correspond to non-zero evolution times.
D. Optimizing the solutions
One subtlety is that the order of columns in the R matrix does not affect the phases produced, but different orderings of these columns can lead to pulse sequences with different numbers of pulses. As minimising the number of pulses is desirable it is useful to explore different permutations of the R matrix, seeking for the arrangement which gives the smallest number of sign changes.
If the matrix is not too large then exhaustive permutation can be practical, but in larger cases it is more sensible to select a number of random permutations and keep the best one found. Experience so far suggests that different permutations can require numbers of pulses that differ by a factor of around two. We also find that the pulse pattern corresponding to the original R matrix is typically relatively good, although rarely the absolute best.
E. Building the pulse sequence
From this optimal reduced matrix R, a pattern of pulses can be generated by applying a π pulse to every spin whose sign changes. It is important to remember that all interactions start at +1 and must end at +1, and so it may be necessary to apply pulses at the start and end of the sequence.
As the reduced matrix has r ≈ q 2 /2 times the final pulse sequence will have O(q 2 ) time periods and O(q 3 ) individual π pulses, which is a very significant improvement on naïve methods.
IV. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
We illustrate our method of rescaling with the help of two specific examples before returning to the general case, when we will consider the computational time required to find these optimal solutions.
A. Homonuclear 3-spin fully coupled system
First consider the example of iodotrifluoroethene [21] , with the three 19 F nuclei forming our spin system, in a magnetic field such that the Larmor frequency of 1 H nuclei is 600 MHz, with the excitation frequency set in the middle of the spectral range. The molecular structure and the Hamiltonian of the system is shown in Fig. 1 (A) .
This system has r = 6 interactions altogether. Our aim here is to rescale all three of the two-spin interactions FIG. 1: Implementation of our algorithm using the three 19 F nuclei in iodotrifluoroethene, forming a three-spin full coupled homonuclear NMR system. All interactions are written in Hz and times in ms. The stages of the implementation are described in the main text. such that they have equal effective strength, while refocusing the three one-spin interactions. This is equivalent to achieving the target phases {Φ 1 , Φ 2 , Φ 3 } = {0, 0, 0} and {φ 12 , φ 23 , φ 13 } = {π, π, π}. In terms of circuits used in quantum computing, this target can be seen as implementing a controlled-Z rotation on every pair of spins as shown in Fig. 1 (A) . Strictly these controlled-Z rotations require additional single-spin Z rotations, so that
These can be either be implemented directly in the pulse sequence [22] [23] [24] , or tracked and corrected at the end [25, 26] . Both approaches have been used in the literature, with tracking being particularly popular for fixed phases which are integer multiples of π/2, as seen here, as this is relatively simple in many experimental implementations.
Here we will consider both cases, beginning with tracking, so that the single-qubit target phases are all 0. Note that even though the target phases are all 0 or π, the corresponding evolution times will be different as the oneand two-spin interactions have different values. Thus, we expect to require up to six time periods, consistent with r = 6 interactions.
We begin by constructing an overcomplete basis from a one-spin sign matrix with three rows and eight columns, corresponding to the Walsh functions {W 1 , W 2 , W 4 }, with the explicit form shown in Fig. 1 (A) . The two-spin interaction matrix can be constructed by taking the three unique products of rows in the one-spin interaction matrix. The resulting set of equations is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (B) .
As the sign matrix has more columns that rows there is no unique solution, but linear programming can be used to find a solution which minimises the total time while keeping all time periods positive. The program finds an optimal solution which uses only six columns as expected, by assigning zero time periods to two of the columns, as shown in Fig. 1 (C) . The total time T of the evolution is 21.6 ms, which in this case is identical to the time required for a naïve implementation with sequential gates. This is a common result in three-spin systems, as it is impossible to control any coupling without affecting all the others.
However, even in this case, the resulting pulse sequence, requiring eight pulses, is much simpler than naïve sequential designs, which require 18 pulses. We can further improve this by permuting the columns of the reduced sign matrix R, as shown in Fig. 1 (D) , to find a solution with a smaller number of sign changes. From the reduced sign matrix, we can now calculate the pattern of π pulses, Fig. 1 (E) , with a π pulse applied wherever we encounter a sign change. Since there is one sign change in row R 2 it might seem that we need only one π pulse. However, since the number of pulses in a row must be even, we apply another π pulse at the end, leading to a total of six π pulses. Note that in some cases reduced sign matrix rows might begin with −1, and in this case it is necessary to apply a π pulse before the first time period.
Next we consider the case where tracking is not used, so that the single-qubit target phases of π need to be implemented directly. In this case a naïve sequential approach would require an small additional evolution time divided up by 12 additional pulses. By contrast our efficient method can achieve this with no additional evolution time or pulses by slightly unbalancing the identical pairs of times seen in the case above. It is always possible to do this as long as all the single-qubit offset frequencies are large in comparison with the two-qubit coupling strengths, which is usually the case and can always be achieved by changing the central excitation frequency.
We have assumed here that the π pulses are implemented perfectly, that is there is no evolution under the drift Hamiltonian while the π pulse is applied. This will be approximately true in a heteronuclear spin system, while in a homonuclear system equivalent pulses can be designed using techniques such as Gradient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) [27] .
B. Homonuclear 4-spin linear chain
Next consider an NMR system provided by four 13 C nuclei in labelled crotonic acid [28] . The four spins form a rough linear chain, with large one-spin interactions, moderate nearest neighbour couplings and significantly smaller long range couplings as shown in Fig 2. Our typical target for this system is to refocus all the one-spin interactions and the three small couplings, but to retain the three nearest neighbour couplings. We also want to rescale the retained couplings such that they have the same target phases. We have a total of 10 interactions from which we need to refocus 7 while rescaling 3. This can also be represented, up to single-spin phases, by the quantum circuit shown below.
In other words we want the target phases to be
and {φ 12 , φ 13 , φ 14 , φ 23 , φ 24 , φ 34 } = {π, 0, 0, π, 0, π}.
We begin by constructing the overcomplete basis by building a sign matrix S with 10 rows and 16 columns which correspond to the Walsh functions {W 1 , W 2 , W 4 , W 8 } and their six distinct products, which are {W 3 , W 5 , W 6 , W 9 , W 10 }. Running linear prediction and following the procedure as in the previous example, we now find a solution with 9 time periods
which can be implemented with 10 pulses. Note that since our target consists mostly of zeros the number of time periods required here is less than r. In this case the total time required is only 19.2 ms, significantly shorter than the naïve sequential time of 26.1 ms.
As a second example, we now consider the case where we only seek to implement the first and third controlled-Z gates, so that the coupling phase are now {φ 12 , φ 13 , φ 14 , φ 23 , φ 24 , φ 34 } = {π, 0, 0, 0, 0, π}. (12) In this case only 6 time periods are required, although once again 10 pulses are needed to implement the desired sign changes. The total time required is now 12.0 ms, which is identical to the time required to implement just the first gate by naïve methods. Thus in this case our algorithm has found a solution which implements two gates in parallel, at no additional cost in total time. Clearly it is not possible to implement the gates any quicker than this, as the time required to implement the slowest gate on its own provides a firm lower bound. An upper bound is provided by the time required to implement each of the r evolutions in sequence, Eq. 7, which is simply the sum of the times required for each gate.
C. General solutions
We have repeated calculations of this kind in a large variety of fictitious spin systems with increasing numbers of spins, up to q = 18, and solutions have always been found. For larger values of q these solutions are always more time-efficient than the sequential approach, and are usually far quicker. The greatest savings are found in cases where a moderate number of gates need to be implemented in parallel, and particularly when unused long-range couplings are significantly weaker than the couplings being controlled. Until now we have described the problem as if there was a unique optimal solution which the linear programming locates. In fact there are multiple equivalent solutions, from among which the linear programming chooses one. These alternative solutions can be easily generated by permuting the columns of the S matrix before running the algorithm, but as they are all fundamentally equivalent there is no good reason to do this.
We note in passing that these optimal solutions are only optimal for implementations containing only delays and π pulses. If it is desired to implement an evolution corresponding to a weak long-range coupling then it may be quicker to use swap gates and related methods to implement long-range interactions through a chain of stronger short-range interactions [29, 30] . Even in such cases, however, the ideas described here can be used to assist in the design of such indirect gates.
D. Computation time complexity
The principal downside of this approach is that the computational time needed to run linear programming increases with the size of the basis set, and this grows as s = 2 q for the current method. As discussed above a computation time scaling proportional to (s + r) 2 or (s + r) 3 , where r is the number of equality constraints, is likely, which for large q is dominated by the exponential growth in s. This is confirmed by a plot of time required on a desktop computer, shown in Fig. 3 . The linear behaviour at large q on this semi-log plot indicates exponential computational time complexity, and the gradient is consistent with the time required scaling as about 4 q .
Although attempts have been made to parallelize linear programming algorithms, progress so far has been limited [31] . Thus, this method seems to be practical only up to a small number of spins, perhaps q = 20. Indeed much above 20 qubits it becomes difficult even to hold the S matrix in memory on a desktop computer, although this could be sidestepped with a customised algorithm. While it is true that 20 is quite a large number of spins in the context of conventional NMR or even NMR QIP, we do not want to restrict ourselves to NMR spin systems but to extend to more general quantum systems which have the potential for a scalable quantum computing architecture. Fortunately, a more sophisticated approach is available which takes time only polynomial in q, albeit with a high power.
V. STABILIZING SOLUTIONS
Having located an optimal solution it is important to consider whether it can be implemented reliably. This will obviously require the ability to implement large numbers of π pulses (single-qubit not gates) reliably, but we do not consider that problem here. Instead we consider the more fundamental question of the precision which is necessary for the free evolution times which lie between the pulses.
So far we have assumed that these times can be implemented with effectively perfect precision, but any real implementation will be built around a clock, so that any delay period must be rounded to the nearest multiple of some underlying cycle time. We show in Fig. 4 the effects of such rounding on the two three-qubit circuits considered in the previous section. This figure shows the infidelity I = 1 − F, where F, the fidelity between the desired propagator, U , and the propagator actually implemented, V , is defined by
where the absolute value is taken to remove global phase differences and the denominator acts to normalise the fidelity for the dimension of the underlying Hilbert space. The lower line, plotted in blue, shows the infidelity for the first three-qubit circuit implemented on iodotri- The sensitivity of the second circuit arises because it uses evolution at the one-spin frequencies to achieve onequbit phases. In NMR one-spin frequencies (typically several kHz) are much larger than the coupling frequencies that generate two-qubit phases (typically tens of Hz), and so very small errors in evolution time will give large phase errors. (This will be less of a problem in other technologies where the qubits are individually addressed, as the offset frequency can in principle be chosen at will, and so be set near zero.) The first circuit overcomes this by using pairs of identical time periods to cancel the single-spin evolution entirely, and when these identical time periods are rounded they remain identical, and so perfectly generate the desired single-qubit phase equal to 0. If a non-zero single-qubit phase is required it can be generated in other ways, most simply by altering the relative phase of two π pulses [23, 24] .
However, this restriction is not sufficient to guarantee a stable solution. The four-qubit network described in Eq. 11 has all single-qubit phases equal to zero, and yet contains time periods without corresponding balancing pairs. The resulting infidelity is shown as the upper red curve in Fig. 5, and shows a very erratic dependence on time resolution. Fortunately there is an easy method to stabilize such networks. If a reduced sign matrix R is replaced by its negative −R with the evolution times unchanged then this negated network will clearly generate identical two-spin phases to the original network (since the two-spin signs are negated twice, and so left unchanged) but the opposite one-spin phases. Thus if a matrix R is combined with −R and all the evolution times are halved the combined network will generate the original two-spin phases, but will have all one-spin phases equal to zero, even in the presence of rounding errors in time periods. The infidelity of the stablized four-qubit network is shown as the lower blue curve in Fig. 5, and shows a greatly improved dependence on time resolution.
By its construction the stabilized network will require the same total evolution time as the original network, and the same computational time to find it, and so the cost of stabilization is confined to a doubling in the number of time periods and π pulses required for the implementation. This doubling can be reduced by subsequent optimization, locating equivalent evolutions in R and −R. Of the nine sign combinations found in Eq. 11, six can also be found in −R, and so the corresponding evolution times can be combined. Thus the symmetrized circuit can be reduced from 18 periods down to only 12 distinct evolution periods.
As symmetrization is effectively essential to generate a stable network in the presence of large single-qubit interactions it is simpler just to generate symmetric networks by design. Since such networks are guaranteed to remove single-qubit phases, there are only p = q(q − 1)/2 twoqubit phases that can be controlled. These phases can be controlled using only p underlying times, each of which must occur twice, once in R and once in −R. Thus it is unsurprising that a symmetrised four-qubit network contains twelve time periods. Such networks can be found by setting no constraints on the single-qubit phases, since these will be cancelled by the second half of the network. It is sufficient to use only columns from the first half of S in the linear programming search, as columns from the second half will be used in −R. Thus the search for symmetrized networks is actually faster than for direct networks.
VI. RESCALING IN LARGER SPIN SYSTEMS
The fundamental problem which slows down the rescaling algorithm is the exponentially large size of the overcomplete basis. This basis contains s = 2 q columns, from which the linear programming selects at most r = q(q + 1)/2, equal to the number of interactions, and in many cases fewer. For moderate values of q, these numbers r and s are quite similar, but the difference grows rapidly with q, leading one to wonder whether there is some way to cut down the size of S before starting the linear programming step. Is it really necessary to include a very large number of columns, the great majority of which will eventually be discarded? In this regard we note that once one has identified the appropriate reduced sign matrix then the times required can be found by direct inversion of this r × r square matrix. However it is clear that most of the hard work is done in locating the appropriate columns used to construct the reduced sign matrix.
Starting from the other extreme, one could just select r random columns from the full sign matrix and try to invert this. However, this process can fail in a number of ways. Firstly, the reduced matrix might not be of full rank (although this is unlikely when s r) and so may not have an inverse. Even for a reduced matrix with full rank, the set of times obtained from the inversion process is very likely to include some negative times which are not physically implementable. Lastly, even if all the times are non-negative, the total time will not normally be the desired minimum, and so the sequence will not be timeoptimal.
Between these extremes there is a middle way: using linear programming on a reduced, but still overcomplete, basis set. The current linear programming approach starts from the largest conceivable basis set, containing all of the s = 2 q possible sign patterns, which guarantees finding an optimal solution but also makes the process slow. One might imagine choosing some subset of columns at random, and attempting linear programming on this subset. For large values of q the gap between the full size s = 2 q and the minimum size r becomes very significant. It is thus worth exploring how many columns need to be picked so that linear programming generally finds a solution. There is no guarantee that such solutions will be time optimal, but as long as the random choice contains all the components of at least one optimal solution, then linear programming will find this. Given the very large number of equivalent solutions identified for moderate values of q it seems plausible that this could be achieved with quite a small subset.
A. The RROS method
In the random reduced overcomplete set (RROS) method, instead of using all s columns of the sign matrix S as in the exhaustive approach, we choose just kr columns from S, for some k > 1, and run linear programming. Of course, one does not have to explicitly construct the entire S matrix and then choose the kr columns as these kr columns correspond to the binary representations of kr distinct decimal numbers chosen randomly from 0 to s − 1. Our experience so far suggests that the probability of finding a possible solution, which achieves the desired phases using only positive evolution times, increases as k increases, with a transition point around k = 2, at which the probability of a random set giving a solution reaches 50%. This observation is substantiated by the empirical evidence in Fig. 6 . RROS was run 500 times for values of q ranging from 10 to 22 with k varied between 1 and 3, and the fraction of occasions f when linear programming found a suitable solution was calculated. Error bars on these estimates were calculated using Bayesian credible intervals [32] , corresponding to the region of the probability density function within ±34% of the median, equivalent to 1 standard deviation for a Normal distribution. It is clear that the probability of success rises sharply as k passes some critical value, with this transition becoming sharper as q is increased. To help locate this transition point a sigmoidal logistic function [32] f (k)
was fitted for each value of q, with c being the transition point at which the success probability passes 50%, and b indicating the sharpness of the transition. Although this function was chosen for convenience it clearly fits fairly well. A plot of the value of c as a function of q shown as an inset to Fig. 6 suggests that the transition lies just above k = 2. For large values of q this transition becomes sharp, so that for k ≥ 2.5 it is almost certain that a solution will be found. If a solution is found then this solution will be timeoptimal for the subset of columns chosen, but there is no guarantee that this will be the overall optimum, taking the shortest possible time. Unsurprisingly the probability of finding a solution reaching the shortest possible time increases as k increases, but investigating this question in detail is challenging, as for large values of q the overall time-optimal solution cannot be located in a reasonable time. Nevertheless our preliminary studies suggest that for large q the quality of solutions plateaus around k ≈ 4, and so there is little point going beyond this in practice.
For small values of q it seems to be necessary to use a slightly larger value of k, but in these cases it is more sensible just to use direct solution of the full S matrix anyway. 
B. Results for large numbers of qubits
The use of a smaller basis set permits RROS to be extended to much larger values of q. This was investigated by running the algorithm for q between 10 and 60, as shown in Fig. 7 . For RROS the time required to perform linear programming depends not only on the randomly chosen Hamiltonian and target phases but also on the precise choice of columns, and so timings were repeated 10 times using different choices. As expected for k = 4 a solution was located in every case.
The simplex algorithm was found to be slightly faster than the interior point algorithm for q ≤ 31, but the interior point algorithm was faster for q ≥ 32, and became much faster at high q. The discontinuity in the interior point timings between q = 31 and q = 32 may indicate a change in the precise algorithm used by Matlab.
For RROS the dimension of the problem is n = r + kr and so we expect a computational complexity between O(r 2 ) and O(r 3 ). The smooth curve in the figure was fitted to the timings from the interior point algorithm for the range 32 ≤ q ≤ 60 using a power function, and takes the form Ar 3 , consistent with our expectations (including the power as an additional fitting parameter gave a value indistinguishable from 3). The timings for the simplex algorithm appear to lie between O(r 4 ) and O(r 5 ), which is much slower than the interior point.
With the simplex algorithm the number of time periods required was always approximately equal to r (in some cases a small number of time periods were negligibly short and so could be dropped). The number of pulses required was determined for the R matrix as originally found, without further optimisation, and was typically around qr/2 ≈ q 3 /4, confirming our previous expectations. With the interior point algorithm the solutions always use all kr time periods, with a large number of very short times rather than a clear division into zero and non-zero times. These initial solutions can then be simplified by choosing a smaller subset of k r columns, with k ≈ 1.2, corresponding to the columns with the largest time values in the original solution. Surprisingly the computational time for these recalculations appears to be linear in k, while a quadratic or cubic dependence might have been expected.
The calculation was then extended to higher values of q, using only a single repetition, and these data points were found to lie very close to the extrapolated curve. As r ≈ q 2 /2 this gives a pragmatic computational time scaling of O(q 6 ), which is polynomial in the number of qubits. Extrapolating this curve still further suggests that calculations with up to about 150 qubits could be practical, but the Matlab implementation linprog runs out of memory above q = 125. This limit should be solvable by a custom implementation of linear programming.
C. Stability of solutions
With large numbers of qubits it is not easy to directly evaluate the fidelity of a solution as even writing down the diagonal elements of the underlying propagator requires 2 q terms. It is, however, possible to estimate the infidelity directly using I ≈ i<j (δφ ij ) 2 16 (15) where δφ ij is the error in the coupling angle for the pair of qubits i and j, and the approximation is only valid when the infidelity is small. This assumes that the solution has been symmetrised so that the errors in the single-spin angles are all zero. Networks with large numbers of qubits have higher infidelities than those shown in section V, reflecting the larger number of phases which need to be controlled. This is not a specific limitation of our methods, but is inherent in any attempt to control a large number of qubits simultaneously.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a practical algorithm which is guaranteed to find the minimum time solution to rescaling z and zz terms in the internal Hamiltonian of a quantum computer with up to about 20 qubits. Above 20 qubits the direct approach becomes intractable, but random sampling will extend this (although the solution might not be quite time optimal) to more than 100 qubits.
Beyond about 150 qubits the q 6 scaling of the computational time for a fully coupled system renders any known approach impractical. It is, however, very unlikely that any system of that size would still be fully coupled, as couplings are usually only substantial between nearby spins. In partially coupled systems r is linear in q rather than quadratic, and allowing for this should permit the process to be extended to hundreds or even thousands of qubits. In such very large systems it is likely that there will be some underlying structure in the pattern of interactions, allowing symmetries to be exploited to simplify the problem greatly. problem the number of vertices becomes very large, and direct search is simply impractical. Dantzig's original simplex algorithm provides a pragmatic search strategy that usually locates the optimum in a reasonable time. Typically this time is no worse than O(n 3 ), where n, the dimension of the problem, is in our case the sum of the number of inputs and the number of equality constraints. However it is known that particular problems can have worse scaling, and indeed some problems require full exhaustive comparison of every vertex.
A second common approach, the interior point algorithm, does not confine itself to vertices but instead travels across the inside of the polytope in an attempt to maximize the desired function while seeking not to cross the boundary faces of the polytope. This algorithm can be either faster or slower than Dantzig's algorithm, de-pending on details of the problem.
An important distinction between the two algorithms is that simplex will locate the true optimal vertex, and for our problem this has the property that some (typically the great majority) of the input times are strictly equal to zero, allowing these times to be dropped in any experimental implementation. By contrast the interior point algorithm only locates an approximate optimum, near one of the vertices, and so the solution contains a large number of input times which are small but not quite zero. These erroneous terms cannot simply be dropped without thought, as they act to cancel other error terms elsewhere in the solution. An important aspect of the stabilization method discussed in Section V is that it enables these error terms to be dropped with comparative safety.
